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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses an allocation problem and proposes a solution using a swarm intelligence method. The application of swarm intelligence has to be discrete. This allocation problem can be modelled as a multi-objective optimization problem where the authors minimize the time and the distance of the total travel in a logistic context. This study uses a hybrid Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) method combined to Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT). One of the main implementation issues of DPSO is the choice of inertial, individual, and social coefficients. In order to resolve this problem, those coefficients are optimised by using a dynamical approach based on EGT. The strategies are either to keep going with only inertia, only with individual, or only with social coefficients. Since the optimal strategy is usually a mixture of the three, the fitness of the swarm can be maximized when an optimal rate for each coefficient is obtained. Evolutionary game theory studies the behaviour of large populations of agents who repeatedly engage in strategic interactions. Changes in behaviour in these populations are driven by natural selection via differences in birth and death rates. To test this algorithm, the authors create a problem whose solution is already known. This study checks whether this adapted DPSO method succeeds in providing an optimal solution for general allocation problems.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes the use of swarm intelligence to solve an allocation problem. In many industrial contexts, allocation problems arouse a great interest in the operational research community. How to share available resources among a set of agents and how to optimise its use are the main considerations of the allocation problem. Although the resource allocation problem
can be solved with a variety of techniques, it is still a challenging problem that requires further studies, especially when it diverts to unusual forms. Here we consider a resource allocation problem in hard-constrained environment.

In order to optimise the use of a set of agents in the resource allocation problem, we explore a well-known method of swarm intelligence: Discrete Particle Swarm Optimisation (DPSO). Over the last few decades, numerous scientists have been inspired by the modelling of social interactions of animals to solve NP-hard optimization problems. Even though the communication among the different agents is limited to an exchange of basic information, it results in a very effective team work. For example, in a fish school, each fish shares information with a small number of neighbours, those at its left and right sides and ahead of it. Knowing the movement of the neighbours is the simple information upon which a fish school bases its strategy to avoid predators. As an isolated individual, a fish may, or may not, have the ability to escape a predator, depending on the context. As a member of a group, the fish makes up a collective intelligence that reduces its vulnerability. The aim of the creators of PSO method (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1997) was to reproduce this social interaction among agents in order to solve combinatorial problems.

While PSO provides efficient and satisfactory solutions like other meta-heuristic methods, it also enables to solve many problems with more accurate results than traditional methods, like Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Badamchizadeh & Madani, 2010; Eberhart & Shi, 1998; Liao, Tseng, & Luarn, 2007).

Initially, the PSO was developed to solve optimal problems in a continuous space. It was later adapted to solve problems in a discrete space of solutions (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1997; Al-Kazemy & Mohan, 2000; Clerc, 2004; Yin, 2004; Badamchizadeh & Madani, 2010; Ho, Jian, & Lin, 2010; Liao, Tseng, & Luarn, 2007; Liu, Wang, Ding, & Gao, 2010; Yare & Venayagamoorthy, 2007). Miranda and Fonseca (2002) proposed a combination of the particle swarm optimization and evolutionary principle in which an evolutionary process creates new particles. Chio, Chio, and Giacobini (2008) used the evolutionary game to improve the classical PSO. They implemented this approach into the classical Prisoner dilemma to determine the next move of the particles according to the outcome at the previous iteration. The original idea to integrate the evolutionary games with the particle swarm optimization is from Liu and Wang (2008) where a particle swarm optimizer is designed using replicator dynamics of evolutionary games. In this approach, each particle was considered as one player, where the next move is determined according to the replication process given by the replicator dynamics (the principle of the replicator is described later in this document).

The proposed algorithm in this paper is devised based on the idea of integrating PSO with Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT). However, the utilisation of EGT to improve the performance of the classical PSO in the proposed method differs from the other approaches. In Chio, Chio, and Giacobini (2008) and Liu and Wang (2008) the particles are trying to increase their fitness without any consideration of the rest of the swarm but the possible interactions. Unlike these approaches, the combination of EGT and PSO process described in this paper enables to find the optimal weight of the coefficients considering the entire swarm fitness instead of focusing on the individual welfare of the particles themselves. In considering the whole set of the particles, the best global strategy for the swarm is adopted. Each particle accepts decrease of the individual welfare, as long as it enables improvement of the global fitness of the total swarm.

BACKGROUND OF DPSO AND PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTIONARY GAME THEORY

DPSO Principles

As in the conventional PSO method, it is essential to define the particles, their velocities
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